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Abstract
High dynamic range (HDR) video technology has gone through remarkable developments over the last few years;
HDR-video cameras are being commercialized, new algorithms for color grading and tone mapping specifically
designed for HDR-video have recently been proposed, and the first open source compression algorithms for HDRvideo are becoming available. HDR-video represents a paradigm shift in imaging and computer graphics, which
has and will continue to generate a range of both new research challenges and applications. This intermediatelevel tutorial will give an in-depth overview of the full HDR-video pipeline present several examples of state-ofthe-art algorithms and technology in HDR-video capture, tone mapping, compression and specific applications in
computer graphics.
Presentation slides and more information can be found at the tutorial web-page:
http://vcg.isti.cnr.it/Publications/2016/UBEM16a/
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Display algorithms—I.4.1
[Image Processing and computer vision]: Digitization and Image Capture—I.4.2 [Image Processing and computer
vision]: Compression (Coding—I.4.3 [Image Processing and computer vision]: Enhancement—

1. Introduction
High dynamic range (HDR) video is a rapidly emerging technology, which will offer unprecedented improvements in viewing experiences for both high end cinemas as
well as consumer level products. It has and will continue
to generate new applications also in computer vision and
graphics such as new methods for scene capture and image based lighting. Driven by the demands for extended visual fidelity and artistic freedom, significant research efforts
have been spent developing new HDR technologies which
are now starting to mature. On the camera and sensor side,
we have seen the development of both research prototype
cameras [TKTS11, KGBU13] exhibiting a dynamic range of
up to 20 - 24 f-stops, and professional HDR-camera systems such as the Arri Alexa XT and the Red Epic Dragon
with an extended dynamic range of up to 14 - 16.5 f-stops.

On the processing and production side, major visual effects (VFX) studios are meeting this ongoing trend by developing fully HDR-enabled production pipelines putting a
completely new toolset including methods and algorithms
for rendering, color grading, and tone mapping in hands of
the artists. Also on the display side, HDR technology is
in strong focus. Manufacturers, e.g. Sim2, have moved towards extending the dynamic range using high contrast local
dimming techniques and Dolby Vision X-tended Dynamic
Range PRO has been announced.
HDR-video has over the last few years gone through remarkable developments, and is now starting to mature as a
technology. We foresee that HDR-video will generate both
a range of new applications as well as many new research
challenges in imaging, graphics, and display technology.
2. Tutorial outline and schedule
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This intermediate-level tutorial will go through the full HDR
video pipeline and give an in-depth overview of methods
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Figure 1: illustrates two approaches for capturing HDR-video. (a) shows a sensor with a Bayer pattern filter array running two
different ISO/gain settings simultaneously for different pairs of pixel rows, see e.g. [HKU14], (b) a sensor with a spatially
varying natural density (ND) filter mask with random filter positions (the different filter densities are denoted F0, F1, F2, and
F3) , see e.g. [NB03], and (c) an illustration of a multi-sensor HDR camera using a beam-splitter arrangement and different
ND-filters for each sensor, see e.g. [KGBU13]

and algorithms from HDR-video capture and processing to
tone mapping and specific applications in computer graphics. The goal is to show that, from a research perspective
and many practical applications, much of the technology is
readily available to implement and use. The tutorial will go
through both the theory and practical tools required to do
so. The tutorial covers an introduction to the field and five
different sub-topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Introduction
HDR-video capture
Visual models in tone mapping
Tone mapping for HDR-video
Break 15 min
5. HDR-video compression
6. Applications of HDR-video in graphics
7. Future work and outlook
The next sections give an introduction to each of the topics
covered in the tutorial.
2.1. Introduction
This part will start with the relevant background in HDR
imaging in general, introduce the various subtopics related
to HDR-video, and define what we mean by dynamic range.
In the introduction, focus will be put on showing examples
of state-of-the-art applications from imaging and graphics
using HDR-video as an integral component.
2.2. HDR-video capture
A number of HDR-video camera systems have been presented over the last few years, both research prototypes
and commercial systems. Current state-of-the-art methods
for capture and algorithms for image reconstruction will
be divided into three broad classes: multi-exposure capture [KUWS03, UGOJ04, HLL∗ 10] (often referred to as exposure bracketing), multi-sensor imaging systems [TKTS11,

KGBU13, FGE∗ 14], and single sensor cameras where the
exposure settings varies over the sensor using e.g. filter
masks, [NB03, YMIN10, SBS∗ 12, AAG∗ 14] or spatially
varying per pixel gain settings over the sensor [HKU14,
HKU15,SHG∗ 16]. Figure 1 illustrates HDR capture systems
using: (a) two different per pixel gain settings varying spatially over the sensor, (b) spatially varying natural density
filters, and (c) multiple sensor imaging the scene through
a common optical system and a beam-splitter arrangement.
The three classes, approaches, for HDR video capture are explained in detail with examples of real, up-to-date prototype
implementations. Specific attention is given to how sensor
noise can be modeled, and how it is used for statistical image reconstruction [GAW∗ 10, HDF10, KGB∗ 14]. This part
of the tutorial also gives an overview of commercial cameras for HDR or extended dynamic range capture that are
available off-the-shelf such as the Arri Alexa XT and the
Red Epic Dragon.
2.3. Visual models in tone mapping
Tone-mapping most often tries to achieve certain perceptual
goals, such as reproducing image appearance on a display
that has different brightness and contrast than the original
scene. Such perceptual goals are quantitatively formulated
with the help of visual models. In this part of the tutorial we
will review a few examples of such models and analyze how
they can be integrated into a formulation of a tone-mapping
problem.
First, we introduce a display model, which let us link
the digital units driving a display with the physical quantities of light, which are emitted by the display and perceived. Then, we will analyze the three main intents of tonemapping: best subjective quality, visual simulator and scene
reproduction. This will be followed by overview of the four
main approaches to tone-mapping and how they rely on visual models. Finally, we will discuss a few most frequently
c The Eurographics Association 200x.
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used visual models on the examples of perception-aligned
tone mapping operators.
The written notes covering major part of the tutorial can
be found in [MMS15]. More information on tone-mapping
can be found in Chapters 7 and 8 of [RHD∗ 10] and in Chapters 6 and 7 of [DCMM16].
2.4. Tone mapping for HDR-video
Tone mapping for still images is by now a well researched
problem with a wide range of algorithms producing high
quality results for a range of different purposes. However, it
is not until recently robust tone mapping operators (TMOs)
for video have started to appear. One reason for this is that
HDR-video footage has not been available. Now, along with
the advent of high quality HDR-video cameras (see Section 2.2), researchers have started to adress this challenge.
Applying a global or a local TMO designed for static images often lead to flickering artifacts (global or local). Moreover, simple statistics filtering [RJH04] or computing global
statistics [KUWS03] can produce other issues such as temporal object incoherency [BCTB14a] or overall dark appearance. This part of the tutorial will give an overview of the
challenges related to tone mapping for HDR-video, and describe in detail what additional requirements the transition
from static images to video puts on the filtering processes involved. We will described the current state-of-the-art in the
field including methods which try to reduce or eliminate artifacts from strong local contrast variations in the temporal domain [KRTT12, BCTB14b]. We will also review recent improvements in video TMOs [ASC∗ 14, EMU15] which have
brought local enhancements from local TMOs for static images [RHD∗ 10, BADC11] into the video domain without
introducing ghosting artifacts [LK07] or over-enhancement
of the sensor noise. Finally, we will show how to properly
evaluate such algorithms using psyschophysical experiments
from small to large displays [EWMU13, MBDC14].
2.5. HDR-video compression
Content creators and content distributors have started to
switch from standard dynamic range (SDR) to HDR videos.
This is driven by the rapidly emerging video and film cameras achieving up to 18 f-stops (e.g. see Section 2.2), new
tone mapping algorithms, and the appearance on the market of affordable HDR televisions (e.g. the Vizio R-series,
http://www.vizio.com/r-series). Content distributors are already offering HDR-ready films, tv-series, etc. For example, Amazon has recently announced that HDR-ready content soon will be available on Amazon Prime TV. However,
broadcasting or streaming over the Internet of high resolution HDR-footage requires very high bandwidth. A highly
important challenge, which is starting to be addressed in the
research community, is therefore HDR-video compression.
After the seminal works by Mantiuk et al. [MKMS04,
c The Eurographics Association 200x.

MEMS06], researchers have started to investigate in efficient
compression methods [LK08, MT10, MMM∗ 11, BAPN14,
BMP15]. Most of these algorithms are drawback compatible. An HDR-video is typically tone mapped and encoded using a MPEG stream, and its reverse TMO and/or
residuals are usually stored in the MPEG stream metadata and/or in another stream. This part will be covered
in the tutorial highlighting the key concepts and ideas for
achieving modern high quality HDR-video compression.
The final part of the tutorial will be focused on the recent trends in HDR-video compression which are defining and standardizing tone mapping curves or electro-optic
transfer functions (e.g. MPI’s PUs encoding or Dolby’s PQ
encoding) for having few perceptual distortions and high
compression rates [BMP15]. Recently, the MPEG committee, http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/, has started the standardization process of HDR-video into its next standard. We will
also give an overview of the recently released open source
HDR video codec LUMA HDRv, http://lumahdrv.org.

2.6. Applications of HDR-video in graphics
HDR-video has, in addition to film and video recording, also
found other applications in computer graphics. This part of
the tutorial will give an overview of how HDR-video is and
can be used in rendering applications. In particular, this section will focus on how HDR-video has been used to extend traditional image based lighting (IBL) [Deb98] to include lighting effects in the temporal, [UKL∗ 13b], and spatial, [UKL∗ 13a], domains. Figure 2 shows a comparison between (a) traditional image based lighting using a single
panoramic HDR image to represent the lighting in the scene,
and (b) the level of visual fidelity achievable using HDRvideo to recover both the geometry and the spatially varying
lighting conditions in the scene. The advantages and challenges involved in HDR-video based image based lighting
will be explained in detail and illustrated with several practical examples. This section will also give an overview of the
underlying theory, and how the rendering equation, [Kaj86],
can be formulated in order to take into account the different
parts of the light transport when rendering virtual objects
into real scenes.

2.7. Outlook and future work
The conclusion of the tutorial is that HDR-video is starting
to mature as a technology with many current and potential
applications. There are, however, a number of important and
from a research perspective interesting challenges that still
remains to be solved. This part of the tutorial will present an
outlook and summarize what those challenges are. Specific
topics that will be covered include: temporally robust filtering for base detail layer separation for HDR-video, generation of tone curves (local and global), and video tone mapping. Another important aspect covered in this section will
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He received his M.Sc. in Media Technology and Engineering from Linköping University (2010), with a master thesis work carried out at visual effects company Tippett Studio (2010, Berkeley, California). Prior to his Ph.D. studies,
Gabriel worked as a research engineer on material characteristics and capturing for computer graphics. During the
last years, Gabriel has focused on display and distribution of
HDR-video, with a thorough survey and evaluation of stateof-the-art within video tone mapping, development of new
video tone mapping techniques, and with implementation
of the LUMA HDRv open source solution for encoding of
HDR-videos in 2015.
(a) A single HDR panorama

(b) A scene model recovered using HDR-video

Figure 2: shows a comparison between (a) an IBL rendering where the lighting is captured at a single point in space,
and (b) a VPS rendering from [UKL∗ 13a], where the lighting environment is captured as a combination of geometry
and HDR lighting information. Both renderings are of high
quality, but it is evident that the spatial variations in the scene
illumination captured in (b) are missing in the IBL rendering
in (a).

be strategies for efficient HDR-video compression with high
fidelity image reconstruction.
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